
A RESTAURANT BUILT  
TO LAST.
Picoso’s Mexican Kitchen, Lubbock, TX

CASE STUDY: 
PICOSO’S MEXICAN KITCHEN

Project Highlights

Multiple wall heights

Unusual corners

Abundant large openings

Flood-prone site 

Awarded Specialty 
Application 1st Runner Up by 
the ICF 2019 Builder Awards

Project Stats

Location: Lubbock, Texas   

Industry: Restaurant

Size: 8,359 sq. ft. (floor)   

ICF Use: 7,296 sq. ft.  

Cost: $2.3 million 

Total Construction: 36 weeks  

ICF Installation: 40 days

Challenge

Picoso’s Mexican Kitchen was the first ground-up build for seasoned 

restaurateur owners looking to settle in Lubbock and dish up rustic Mexican 

cuisine in a building that reflected the restaurant’s modern brand. The 

architect’s final design included varying corner treatments, wall heights, and 

other details, requiring a truly flexible building system.

The owners also wanted to ensure that this building incurred low life-cycle 

costs to streamline their operational budget. To accomplish that, the hot and 

windy West Texas climate required an extremely tight building envelope to 

efficiently insulate and protect diners from the elements. 

Because the build team had minimal experience with ICF, the system needed 

to allow for a quick learning curve, ideally with on-site support. Fox Blocks 

fit the bill. So when the contractor wanted to ensure that the unique mix of 

Dryvit, brick veneer, and Brazilian IPE rainscreen siding were correctly applied 

to the building exterior, Fox Blocks had experienced representatives on-site 

to guide the process.



Sustainability

This property will serve hundreds of guests comfortably. 

It is quiet and safe and operates at a remarkably low cost 

to the owner. Thanks to Fox Blocks and other energy-

efficient measures, the building requires 30% - 35% less 

energy to keep the building cool during the long summer 

days even when the temperature exceeds 100 degrees.

877-369-2562 • info@foxblocks.com

6110 Abbott Drive Omaha, NE 68110 
Learn more at 

foxblocks.com

Budget

The project came in on budget and the owners were 

thrilled with the level of comfort and design they were 

able to achieve for the project cost. 

With the energy code becoming increasingly more 

stringent and the required R-value of exterior walls 

increasing, the cost of traditional structural CMU 

walls has been driven up because of the need to add 

additional rigid insulation to the outside of the structure, 

making Fox Blocks the best financial choice.

Timing

The contractor estimates that 30-40 days were saved by 

using Fox Blocks in lieu of traditional building methods. 

Traditional structural CMU walls would have easily 

taken twice as long to build and at least three times if 

the concrete walls were formed in place.

THANKS TO FOX BLOCKS AND 
OTHER ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
MEASURES, THE BUILDING 
REQUIRES 30% - 35% LESS 
ENERGY TO KEEP THE 
BUILDING COOL DURING THE 
LONG SUMMER DAYS.


